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Economic Uplifting of People using technology. 

LESS CASH INDIA 

 After Demonetization farmers facing problems during 

selling agriculture products in markets. Under UNNAT 

BHARAT ABHIYAAN villagers are trained to use of e-wallets, 

and banks accounts through smart phones and feature 

mobile phones too. 

Major impact: - 

Villagers can do their trading as regularly they do with more 

security, withsolve issue of change. And fast transactions. 
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Technology to village:- 

As villages are not so connected to cities, newly updated technology get time to reach to villege. 

Computers and laptops are new way of work in the city but villege students hardly get to use of 

computers and skill for use of it. 

Our College students help Villege school students for learning features of computer such as use of 

Paint,MS Office interestingly so their curiosity towards technology will increase. 

 

Major Impact:- 

School students are interested for learning Computer and they now easily make use of computers for basic 

operations. 
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Medical Check-up 

Due to long distance and less connectivity to urban area ,villegers are depend on medicines made from 

forest and local trees which takes time to cure or didn’t work . 

For School our college organize a medical check-up camp in which BMI of students ,Eye /Ear check 

up,Fever or physical enjuries & other medical problems and councelling of students regarding medical 

treatment has done. 

College also provide free medicines to the needy students. 

 

Major Impact:- 

Students get aware of symptons of diseas. In counselling they promise that they will keep their 

villege premises clean to be healthy. 
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Villege Survey and Sports awareness :- 

To understand need of villege and their problems our college students take a one survey. 

In which informations of their family members  ,Government schemes which they are taking benefits  , 

their problems , 

According to that we submit report to the GramSevak and Sarpanch of the villege. 

Sports Activity in Villege :- 

Our college students teach lots of games to the villegers and teach them the importance of the sports. 

 

Major Impact :- 

Sarpanch get to known that which schemes are needed in villege and status of previous schemes 

implimented in the villege. 

Villegers are aware of iportance of fitness and value of sports in their life. 
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Water Management. - 

To increase the irrigated area, watershed development was undertaken by providing core wall by digging 

puddle punch trench up to level of hard rock. It was a cost-effective solution and it was as effective as 

cement check dam. 

Also for ‘Jalyukt Shivar’ scheme college students build a dam with the help of sand bags on brook of 

village.  

 

 

Major Impact: - 

Recharging of ground water aquifers was done successfully. More water in smarter way was brought for 

cultivation. 
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Career guidance for village students: - 

We provide village with professional resource and information of professional courses like science, 

engineering, medical field, technology and management. 

 

Major Impact :- Students who are willing to get higher education and aware of approach line for their 

aim. 

 

Environment  

Tree Plantation on different places in village help to increase forestry. 

 

Nearly about 500 tress are planted in village on various places like School premises ,Near Government 

offices, On both side of the roads  


